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Major textural differences exist among lunar regolith breccias. The 
most obvious differences are in intergranular porosities: the breccias range 
from nearly as porous as loose soils recovered in core tubes to nearly as 
compact as melt rocks or crystalline rocks with very little porosity. 
Intergranular porosity is a useful means of subclassifying the regolith 
breccias because this property can be correlated with other breccia properties 
such as abundance of identifiable regolith constituents (agglutinates and glass 
spheres) and degree of shock (1). We have previously made petrographic 
estimates of the intergranular porosities of 51 Apollo 15 and 16 regolith 
breccias (1,2) and are currently doing optical and Scanning Electron Microscope 
(SEM) &a1 analyses of their thin sections. These modes will quantify the 
intergranular porosities of the breccias in addition to providing standard 
modal data. 

As an independent check on the petrographic porosity data, e have 
calculated the densities and porosities of some Apollo 15 and 16 regolith 
breccias from new physical data (Table 1) . We have determined the volumes of 
the regolith breccia samples by measuring the volume of water displaced by 
plastic models of the original samples. Plastic models were made during the 
original processing of the rocks by carefully wrapping the rocks with heavy 
aluminum foil molds into which plastic was subsequently cast. They were 
originally made to determine the gamm ray absorption properties of the samples 
for counting purposes and are the most accurate available representation of the 
true size and shape of the returned rocks. These plastic models are kept in 
the Curatorial data enter and are available for use by any investigator. We 
measured the water displacement of the plastic models using calibrated beakers. 
Ten determinations were made for each model. Original rock weights were then 
divided by these measured volumes to provide bulk densities. Bulk densities of 
the 3 rocks for which plastic rrPdels are available ranged from 1.92 to 2.84 
g m / ~  and standard deviations of the densities ranged from 0.10 to 0.19 
gm/m . Very few density or specific gravity measurements have been previously 
plblished for these rocks (Table 1). Our new data agree well with the plblished 
data for 15285 but not so well with the data for 15015 and 61175. A likely 
explanation for the discrepancy is that previous determinations were made on 
small portions of the samples which may not have been representative of the 
total bulk properties. 

Porosities for the rocks in Table 1 were calculated by comparing our 
measured bulk densities with intrinsic densities calculated from normative 
mineral compositions which were calculated from plblished chemical analyses. 
These calculated porosities show a wide range from 14.7 percent to 37.0 
percent. To the extent that the normative mineralogy is not identical to the 
actual mineralogy, particularly for glass which does not appear in the the 
normative calculation but is clearly present in all of the breccias, the 
calculated porosities have some uncertainty. Short of actually measuring 
porosities of the rocks, however, such a calculation is the only way to 
estimate porosities independent of petrographic measurements. The calculated 
porosities in Table 1 show a reasonable correlation with the petrographically 
estimated intergranular porosities; samples judged optically to be porous and 
subporous have a man calculated porosity of 32.5% while samples judged compact 
and subcompact have a man calculated porosity of 21.6%. For comparison to 
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calculated porosities, the porosities measured by SEW point counting of 
approximately 800 points per sample are given in Table 1 for four breccias. 
Agreement between the calculated porosities and the measured porosities is very 
good* 

Porosities of regolith breccias are determined by the details of the 
breccia forming event whether shock compaction, sintering, or some more complex 
process. Consequently the porosities are likely to be related to other 
properties of the breccias including rare gas retention, volatile 
redistribution or loss, possible resetting of some isotopic systems, and 
annealing of particle tracks. Furthermore, the bulk density and porosity of a 
regolith breccia may be related to its survivability in subsequent events. The 
lunar regolith breccia ALHA81005, found as a meteorite in Antarctica, has a 
compact texture with relatively low porosity. Measured porosities of ordinary 
chondrites (7,8,9) are nearly all lomr than 20%. Perhaps meteorite breccias 
of higher porosity exist but do not survive transportation to the earth and 
through the earth's atmosphere. 

TABLE 1 ......................................................................... 
SAMPLE INTERGRANULAR BULK INTRINSIC CALCULATED PREVIOUS POROSITY 
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